Looking for more functionality from your Service Management System? Do you
have technicians in the field located hours or hundreds of miles away? Our
Technician Systems provide tools to make them more productive!
Unlike other service system solutions, Dynamite offers many unique features that
get the information to where it will do the most good -- the person actually doing the
work. The entry of data is faster and more accurate while ultimate control over the
order is retained by the main office. This system can pay for itself in days.

DynaTech Systems
The Dynamite Technician Systems are built upon the award winning Dynamite
Service System enabling you to run your business better by taking advantage
of the data already available.
Choice of Interfaces

PDA Solution

DynaTech is available as a laptop solution or
as an Internet-connected PDA solution. Each
one brings the data to the technician in the
field and captures what work has been
performed at the source.

Modern Personal Digital Assistants have
Internet capabilities and have built-in web
browsers. The e-DynaTech solution is designed to interface with the tinyPDA screens
while enabling your technician to remotely
access data, update work progress, enter
work order charges, and even create new
orders...all on line!

Technicians are paid to fix equipment quickly
and efficiently. They cannot be burdened with
fancy, complex computer solutions that are
designed to make the accountant’s job easier.
Simpleyet powerful. Easytouseyet information
rich. Adaptable to your corporate needs yet
virtuallyindestructible.

Virtually Indestructible
L-DynaTech, the laptop solution, is a 32-bit
Windows-based system that delivers servicerelated information to the field technician in an
easy-to-use, hard-to-break software solution.
L-DynaTech has only one display screens, two
reports, and no index files or menus. If the
databases or software become corrupt, they
can be replaced by merely logging onto your
web site and replacing the missing pieces.

Customer Usage Also
Because of it’s flexibility and low cost,
DynaTech can be made available for your
customers’ use givingthem better information.

Low Investment Cost
L-DynaTech is easy and quick to install. It
will run on almost any type of Windows computer. E-DynaTech can be run on any PDA
with and Internet browser. No other PDA
software is necessary.
Both solutions offer the ultimate in flexibility
while keeping your hardware investment to a
minimum.

Minimum Requirements
E-DynaTech is included in the e-Dynamite
product while L-DynaTech is sold separately.

System Features
Intuitive Screens
Examples of clear, uncluttered screens are shown. The displays use both visual and textual navigation buttons for intuitive
use. Several reports are available including a customer receipt and status report.
The screens and functions of DynaTech complement standard Dynamite functions and add many new functions that capitalize on the data already available.

PDA screen sample

Laptop screen sample
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